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The Fallout From The Unwarranted Search & Incorrect Police Reports
Steven Magee had a visit from an electrical utility employee who refused to produce any identification
whatsoever during his visit to the property. He also refused to diagnose and fix the reported fault of
“Stray Voltage”. Steven Magee video records and photographs that mystery person and reports it to the
Police as a suspected imposter. This is the story of what happened next:
The Incorrect Police Report
Police report is in black. (Steven Magee's comments are in red)
On 05/27/14, at 1457 hours, I was en route to ************************************* reference
to a report from Steven Magee in reference to suspicious activity. He advised that a male subject in a
Tucson Electric Power (TEP) brand shirt and TEP brand truck was present on his property and would
not provide identification to him. He has video of this person. The subject was there for about an hour.
(The suspected TEP imposter was at my property for about 15 minutes. 5 minutes was spent at the
front door refusing to produce any identification whatsoever and refusing to watch a video of the stray
voltage on my computer, 5 minutes was spent in his truck on the phone, and another 5 minutes was
spent messing around with my utility electrical meter which was not the reported fault. The reported
fault was excessive ground electrification, which is called “Stray Voltage” in the electrical industry.
There is no mention that the suspected TEP imposter refused to measure for stray voltage, the fault that
he had been sent to diagnose and fix.)
Upon arrival, I made contact with Steven. Steven invited me into his residence and requested to show
me the video. At this time, Steven walked me over to his computer and showed me the video that he
had recorded on a handheld camera.(The officer refused to take a copy of the video and photographs
for evidence.) He stated that he had called TEP to respond and they responded to his residence;
however, he did not know if there was a TEP official there who actually responded. He stated that the
individual was wearing a cap (It was a wide brimmed hat that covered most of his face and dark
sunglasses.) to protect him from the sun, which appeared to be suspicious. He asked the male subject to
identify his name by first name, identification card, the division that he currently works, and the male
would not provide him with that information. (I also asked for his surname, business card and official
job title.)
Steven showed me the video, which showed a license plate of CH85058 and TEP Truck #5288. A
records check indicated that this was a TEP vehicle. (There is no evidence in this report that the police
officer actually identified the mystery person. I did not report a mystery truck, I reported a suspected
TEP imposter. The police officer fails to mention that I showed him the posted imposter warning on
TEP's website.)
At this time, I noticed that on the computer he was showing me, there was oil on his keyboard. (There
was no oil on the keyboard and never has been.) He advised that his was protect him from radiation.
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(As far as I am aware, oil does not protect from computer electromagnetic interference exposures.) He
also proceeded to show me videos on his Youtube channel, which further discussed the effects of
electric radiation, effects on plants and humans. (I mentioned that I run a Youtube research channel, I
do not recall showing him videos from it.) He advised that he is a type of electrical engineer. (I am a
registered Chartered Electrical Engineer with the Institution of Engineering and Technology. I have a
Bachelors Degree with Honors in Electrical and Electronic Engineering. I have completed a four year
electrical apprenticeship with 29 years of electrical industry experience and author numerous books on
the subject. I have been a direct employee of the third largest electrical utility company in the USA.
My job title was Manager of the FPL DeSoto Next Generation Solar Energy Center. Desoto Solar was
the largest solar photovoltaic USA power generation utility plant ever constructed in the USA in 2009
with a reported 25 megawatts of power generation capacity. It was opened by the President of the
USA, Barack Obama, and I attended the presidential opening ceremony.) He stated that he does not
currently work and he is a stay at home father. (I was the manager of Environmental Radiation LLC,
authoring books and performing field work on weekends. I gave the police officer my business card.
Midweek I was raising my 11 month old baby, while her mother worked.) He advised me that he does
research and studies and currently wrote a self published book that has five stars on Amazon. (Steven
Magee has many books available on amazon.com that we discussed. I am an electrical researcher and I
specialize in the toxicity of electricity to the human) He attempted to give me a copy of book, titled
"Help Forensics" by Steven Magee.(There is no such book written by Steven Magee) I advised him at
this time that I was unable to take that book. He advised he understood.
(An entire paragraph is missing here that should state that the police officer was in the process of
leaving my property. He decided to stay and perform a search of my property, as he thought that it may
have been tampered with by an accomplice to the suspected imposter. I thought that this was a weird
request, but I did not want to be seen to be obstructive to the police officer. I reluctantly consented to a
search of the home to establish if it had been tampered with from the back. I did not give informed
consent for the interior of the home to be documented. I do have confidential research in process
around the home for future copyrighted books that could be jeopardized by documenting it in a police
report.)
Steven proceeded to walk me around the residence. Throughout the residence, there were numerous
plants. On the bottom of the plants was foil. (There was only foil on the few plants that were involved
in a stray voltage experiment to connect them into the electrified floor, most plants are grown normally
in the home) He stated that it shows the effects on plants from radiation coming through the floor. (I
stated that the floor is electrified and that it was the reason why TEP had been called in to fix it. Plants
were showing extensive deformity that were electrically connected to some of the tiled floors in the
home. If I walked barefoot in the home or slept on the concrete floor, then I would become sick after
several weeks.) He stated that since the power outage, he has made a system that he plugs into an
outlet that monitors the voltage.(There is no system that has been made. I use standard electrical test
equipment called multimeters and oscilloscopes) He stated that the voltage was extremely high when
the power was off and advised that the voltage was approximately three amps higher than it is supposed
to be, causing excess amounts of radiation, which is not good for his infant child or himself (This
makes no sense to an electrical engineer and certainly does not describe the problem of stray voltage
that I had diagnosed at the home and had spent extensive time educating the police officer about) He
also showed me his guest bedroom, which he sleeps in.(I do not routinely sleep in the guest bedroom,
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as it is a guest bedroom) He advised that the radiation from the wall could possibly affect sleep
patterns, to include dreams, giving "really weird dreams".(We were talking about how I had found that
the tree was electrified by the electrified ground that it was planted into and was radiating strange
electromagnetic interference fields into the bedroom next to it that gave really strange sleep patterns
and chronic fatigue. Guests had complained about the poor sleep patterns in that room. Cutting down
the tree had cleared this problem up. It was one of the reasons why I had called TEP to the home.) He
also indicated to me at this time that he did not have firearms. He stated that the experiments that he
has throughout his house may appear weird; however, they are for his environmental studies on
electrical radiation.(We were primarily talking about the biological harm that stray voltage is known to
do to plants, animals and humans for the duration of his visit) He also showed me the power box. On
the power box, he also had notes to the electric company taped on the electric box supplying specific
instructions on systems to be installed.(I have legally required Occupational Safety & Health
Administration warning signs posted and a note next to the utility meters specifying that known
biologically toxic transmitting radio frequency utility meters are not allowed at my property, in
accordance with my doctors note.)
Steven asked me for my identification. I showed him my department-issued identification card. He
requested to see it outside of the cover to see if it was a real identification or if it was photocopied. At
this time, I took it out of the cover and showed him. He requested to see it in order to make a
photocopy for his records. At this time, I informed him that I could not give him my identification to
make photocopies of due to safety and security reasons. He advised that he understood. I proceeded to
supply him with a card with the case number and advised him to call with any further information that
he had. He advised that he would do so.
NOTE: During my contact with Steven, he appeared to have been possibly sleep deprived. (I kept a
health diary during this period and I was not sleep deprived at that time. The police officer did not
query this with me and made an inaccurate assumption.)
I cleared and had no further involvement in this incident.
Interesting Facts About The Police Report
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This is a police report about a suspected TEP imposter. How many times is that mystery
person's name, job title and department mentioned: 0.
The fault at my home that the mystery person was attending was called “Stray Voltage”. How
many times is “Stray Voltage” mentioned: 0.
How many times does “electrified floors” get mentioned: 0.
How many times does “electrified appliances” get mentioned: 0.
How many times does “electrified drains” get mentioned: 0.
How many times does “electrified ground” get mentioned: 0.
How many times does “electrified sidewalk” get mentioned: 0.
How many times does “electrified street” get mentioned: 0.
How many times does “electrified garden” get mentioned: 0.
How many times does “electrified tree” get mentioned: 0.
How many times does “Radiation” get mentioned: 6.
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The Fallout
In January 2015, a police officer knocks on the door of Steven Magee's home. Steven Magee answers
the door with his baby in her stroller and finds that no one is there. He looks out to the street where he
sees a police officer peering around the corner of his garage. She looks like she is ready to shoot him.
Steven Magee makes light of the incident by making a joke about in this climate of bad police relations
with the general public, if I was a police officer, I would be hiding behind the garage too!
Steven Magee picks up her police report. She references the incorrect police report and quotes:
“Deputies had also responded to Mr. Magee's residence reference Case #140527182 which he had
stated the oil on his keyboard was to block radiation.” All was clear as to why she was ready to draw
her gun on my family.
Clearing up the Mess
Steven Magee took the following actions:
• Three police reports were identified as being erroneous and these were reported to Police
Internal Affairs for investigation and editing for accuracy.
• Called 911 and had the police officer who was involved with the erroneous police reports
trespassed from his property.
• No police officer will ever be allowed into Steven Magee's home again without a warrant.
• If a police officer wants to perform a search of my home in the future, my response will be
“You wait at the door while I perform the search.”
• Steven Magee now has a policy of collecting copies of all police reports that he is involved in.
• Steven Magee will only call 911 when he has ran out of options, he now recognizes such
activity as potentially hazardous.
Useful Internet Links
You may find the following internet links useful:
• TEP Customer Service Sends Mystery Employee to Home: http://youtu.be/vt9_3b_8Uuo
• Tucson Stray Voltage Investigation: http://www.environmentalradiation.com/Stray%20Voltage
%20Press%20Release.pdf
• “What looks to you like a law-abiding household can easily be painted as a den of iniquity”:
http://www.thetruthaboutguns.com/2011/09/robert-farago/self-defense-tip-dont-invite-the-copsinto-your-house-without-a-warrant/
• FPL DeSoto Next Generation Solar Energy Center: “At Florida’s first-ever solar energy center,
90,500 solar panels move into position to catch the sun’s rays. The largest of its kind in the
nation when it opened in 2009, this facility continues to serve customers using photovoltaic, or
“PV,” technology – a process for converting sunshine directly into electricity for our
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•
•

customers.” https://www.fpl.com/clean-energy/solar/energy-centers.html
The Institution of Engineering and Technology: http://www.theiet.org/
Environmental Radiation LLC: http://www.environmentalradiation.com/

“We live in a society where interacting with government agents is a
potentially hazardous activity”
Steven Magee CEng MIET BEng Hons– Author of Toxic Electricity
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